La Gallina Matta invests in home decoration at 360 degrees: not only the tableware and textiles but also lighting, furnishing and objects

Paris - 17 January 2020 - La Gallina Matta, Italian Home Decoration brand, presents its new home collections at Maison & Object Paris 2020. Without abandoning the world of tableware and textiles, the company is increasingly expanding its range of products, embracing all domestic environments, with many new proposals.

In addition to the line of place mats, runners and tablecloths in linen, rubberized linen and washed linen - available in 60 different colors, La Gallina Matta proposes a new series that ranges from lighting to furniture and objects.

The collection of fabric lamps, floor lights, table and suspension lamps becomes increasingly central, including also a new, simplified and lightened version of the large chandelier with the iron structure. There is also an green note, with the proposal of rechargeable, low energy consumption electrical lamps.

New this year is mainly the furniture collection, with the leather desk, the iron console and, for the living room, a resting table beside the couch in iron, also available in Tulipier wood, and a large fabric pouf with central corten tub.

The idea of folding game tables is taken from the previous collection, available in 7 different colors, ranging from natural wood to colored lacquers. All versions are proposed with a square top, covered with textile with a set of contrasting embroidered playing card...
on two corners. The same model can be customized in rubberized linen with the designs of La Gallina Matta and used as a side table.

The chromatic choice for Spring-Summer 2020 focuses on the bleached coral color, trend of the season, on the primary colors red and blue but above all on a palette of warm colors, characterized by 5 different shades that degrade from yellow to orange, passing through beige, khaki and white.

###

**La Gallina Matta**

La Gallina Matta is an Italian brand, specialized in textile products, tableware and interior decoration. Founded by Claudia Peruzzi Granato in 2006, La Gallina Matta proposes a, original and fresh style, perfect for informal and contemporary environments, but also capable of creating elegant and classical atmospheres. La Gallina Matta creates and selects fabrics and furniture of high quality, strictly made in Italy and which give a personality and warmth to the house.
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